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To a  hugely appreciative audience, Peter King described his forty years  of hands- on civil engineering; 

the last twenty of them in the development of the geological  resources of Worcestershire and  its 

motorways, bridges, car parks, pavements, roads and access tracks.  We, the audience, are well 

accustomed at our monthly meetings to seeing clay, Lias, oolites and granites as coloured shapes on 

the BGS Solid sheets.  But this occasion was different. The geology as exposed as working photographs 

of rocks, clays and muds in familiar local site; roadworks, landslips excavations and cuttings.  The 

audience loved it 

 

Civil Engineering, he explained, needs both knowledge (of geology and archaeology) and field 

experience. Very project starts with “Desk studies” including 

 Geology – BGS photos, maps, notes, published papers 

 Walkover – observation, maybe with BGS staff 

 Research – existing boreholes; new trial pits; buried services; general local enquiry; anything 

that is hidden that we need to know about. 

 Laboratory samples – such has the water content and plasticity (finger rolling!) of soils. 

 

At this stage, the Desk stage - civil engineers expect to find the unexpected. Black ash, for instance, is 

a relic of former smelting commonly found quite deep under surfaces such as Worcester’s car park. 

The intended route of the A441 unexpectedly encountered depths of alluvium the remains of the fish 

ponds of the former Bishops Palace, quite unsuitable for a road foundation and so had to be replaced 

with denser stuff. In Droitwich, bands of salt no longer commercially viable are still settling naturally 

and are leaking their detritus into the “Brine Run” – an underground current of brine water running 

at unpredictable angles. 

 

Desk studies also involve the identification and sourcing of suitable building .stones and aggregates. 

Worcestershire’s country rocks are Keuper Marls. Lower Lias, sandstones, some granites, and a very 

little limestone in the south. There are no longer any active building stone quarries.  There are no good 

quality aggregate locally available. Excellent “Yorkshire” paving stones are imported from India. The 

real Yorkshire sandstone is very expensive and over-exploited. It requires local conservation 

 

What makes a good road surface aggregate? The sustainable local sources are few; Kington in 

Herefordshire is the prime source and supplies clean, hard and durable Greywacke. The UK has a good 

record of providing excellent skid resistant surfaces thanks to the Ministry of Transport’s vigilance in 

setting high standards. Road usage in Worcestershire is heavy. Lorries with hard tyres tend to polish 

the surface aggregates. To compensate, the road engineers use a micro-surface of projecting harder 

grits that create micro-channels that enable the surface water to drain off and that provide increased 

friction. Calcite-bauxite is specially manufactured into extremely hard fragments for this purpose. 

 


